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In Norway, CO2 capture, transport and storage has been carried out for several decades. It all started with the petroleum company Statoil, now becoming the energy giant Equinor, starting to store CO2 from the Sleipner field already in 1996.Norway, with only 5.5 million inhabitants, supplies around three percent of the world's gas consumption and accounts for around 2 percent of the world's oil production. (numbers from 2020)Despite being an exporter of oil and natural gas, Norway was early recognizing climate change caused by human activities. As one of the first countries in the world, a CO2 tax was introduced already in 1991, incentivising the Sleipner CO2 storage project.At the end of the 1990s Norway suffered lack of electricity. Norway’s energy system is based on more than 90 percent hydropower.Planning of building gas fired power plants emerged. However, there was a substantial political opposition against what was then called "highly polluting gas fired power plants". Gas fired power plants with CCS was therefore seen as the perfect the solution. But, the technology was immature. This was the background for creating Gassnova, which was commissioned to support the industry in developing the CCS technology, for capture, transport and storage of CO2.Gas fired power plants with CCS never materialized in Norway, but Gassnova gradually received more assignments. A shift in focus to technology development, especially for capture technologies, emerged.In 2012, the world's largest test centre for CO2 capture technologies - TCM - opened. There, the state is the largest owner, and Gassnova manages the state's ownership. In January 2021 the Longship project was approved to by the Parliament. Gassnova has played a central role in the development of Longship, which is Europe's first and so far only complete CCS chain under construction.
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This slide shows how Gassnova is part of the innovation system for CCSGassnova manages a research and development program – CLIMIT - together with the Research Council of Norway.Gassnova manage the state’s interests as a majority owner in TCM, a flexible test centre for developing CO2 capture technologies Last but not least, Gassnova has been closely involved in the development of the Longship project, and today we are following up the project on behalf of the stateOur task is also to ensure that the learning from Longship, TCM and CLIMIT benefits subsequent CCS projects worldwide.Gassnova is owned by the Norwegian Ministry of Petroleum and EnergyIt has 31 employees



• CO2-wells
• CO2 reservoir and sealing 
• Monitoring 
• Modeling and digitalization 
• Social science - social aspects and barriers to large-scale CO2 storage
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The proven potential for storing CO2 on the NCS is significant. Development of several gigatonnes of CO2 storage on the Norwegian continental shelf will be necessary to reach the Paris Agreement's climate goals for Europe. Development of the surrounding area infrastructure within transport and storage must be emphasised. This can be possible reuse of infrastructure and fields from petroleum operations, and new ones infrastructure solutions related to CO2 handlingThe upcoming Northern Lights CO2 storage will be expanded with the todays solutions based on the well known petroleum technology, and here possible cost reductions should be clearly made. For future storages, costs and risks can be reduced by simplifications, standardizations and optimizations New or improved experimental analyzes and calculation methods can provide increased understanding for storage capacity, injectivity, sealing, monitoring and flow properties. Simulation tools are important in the evaluation phase, below the injection phase and after the injection has ended. Likewise, analyzes are from operations and maintenance of storage facilities, including wells as well as fixed and floating installations, important. This will help to reduce future project risk, as well as providing the necessary expertise when developing official requirements, standards, commercial models and practical solutions
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SNOWPACCS �Illustrates possible workflow for commercial CCS operations with less costly core taking and laboratory testing procedures ‒ Suggests fundamental steps to "rehabilitate" old or non-preserved caprock samples with aim to develop correlations to be used when no reference plugs are available REX-CO2Mature hydrocarbon fields approach the end of planned life.Development of a well-screening software tool to assess the reuse potentialExperimental and numerical investigations on well barrier materials: • cement/rock/casing • Self healing and remediation methods Development of best practice recommendations: 	• Enabling regulators and responsible authorities to benchmark proposals for well re-use 	• Operators can use effective well re-use workflowsAutomating the evaluation of the well barrierTo evaluate the cementing of the annulus, ultrasound is appliedThe challenge however is to verify, through signal processing, that the cement is actually present and is truly sealing of the well



Accelerating CSEM technology for 
efficient and quantitative CO2 monitoring
(SINTEF, Univ of Oslo, NGI, Allton, 
Univ of Southampton)
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Accelerating CSEM technology for efficient and quantitative CO2 monitoring(SINTEF, Univ of Oslo, NGI, Allton, Univ of Southampton)Risk reduction: 1) A remote monitoring alternative for carbon storage. 2)Timely detection and verification of volumes. 3) Low-impact operation in complex and sensitive areas. 4) Increase subsurface characterisation reliability and reduce risk of misinterpretation. Cost reduction: 1) Optimized acquisition strategies ties directly to acquisition product development. Upscaling: 1) Flexible/target-oriented monitoring for containment and conformance risk assessmentSafeGuard: New technology for longterm monitoring and risk mitigation of CO2 storage sitesInvestigate if the technology can be combined with the instrumentation and adapted to serve as permanent and easily accessed well-based monitoring and early warning system for any or all wells penetrationg or surrounding a chosen CO2 sequestration site. DIGIMON (ACT project) CO2 plume: Monitoringt he plume movement in the reservoir mainly using remotepassive geophysical measurements of changes in saturation and pressure (Conformance monitoring)Well integrity: Monitoring well integrity, mainly with downhole sensing (Containment and Contingency monitoring)Overburden: Monitoring the overburden, including monitoring of above-zone CO2 migration and early detection of CO2 leakage anomalies (Containment and Contingency monitoring).
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